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What is permitted - what is not permitted? From A for antiques to Z for zoos
What?

Open / closed / permitted / prohibited

Antiques trade
Angling

open
permitted, the distancing requirement
applies
open
closed
open
open (sales and repair)
permitted
permitted
prohibited, because tourism and
entertainment
open

Archives
Art studios
Motorway service stations
Car dealerships
Car rental / car sharing
Carwash facilities
Excursion boats
Baby equipment outlets, children's
shops
Bakers
Band practice
Bars
Funerals
Concrete production works
Company canteens
Libraries
Ballet schools
Wind music
Wind music classes in schools
Florists
Blood donation appointments
Brothels and prostitution
Boxing and martial arts
Bridal shops
Fuel distributors
Libraries
Office supply stores
Cafés
Campsites
Choir practice and choral singing
Copy shops
Demonstrations
Owners' meetings

permitted, no consumption on site
prohibited, except with your own
household
closed
permitted
permitted
open
open
closed
prohibited
currently not possible due to mask
obligation
open
permitted
closed and prohibited
prohibited
open
open
open
open
closed, street sales are permitted
closed
prohibited
open
permitted under certain conditions (e.g.
compulsory wearing of masks)
not permitted in public spaces, virtual
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Shopping centres
Ice cream parlours
Electrical retailers
Ergo/learning therapies
Dietary advice or therapy, dieticians
E-cigarette shops
Car pooling
Driving schools
Ferry services
Holiday homes
Photographic studios
Amusement parks
Hairdressers
Garden centres
Birth preparation and follow-up
Memorials
Golfing
Church services
Manicure and pedicure
Hearing care professionals
Hotels
Dog-walkers
Dog salons
Dog training schools
Canine sports
Snack stalls
Hunting
Youth hostels
Canoe hire
Civil protection and rescue exercises
Child, family and youth welfare
Cinemas

alternatives recommended
open
closed, street sales are permitted
open
permitted
permitted
open
permitted, observe DHM rules
open
permitted
Accommodation offers for tourist
purposes are prohibited.
open, individual shootings up to one
household recommended
closed
open
open
permitted, group offers not permitted,
virtual alternatives recommended
closed, if not freely accessible
permitted
permitted, spacing requirement and
masking obligation except when seated
permitted for hygienic and medical
purposes
Cosmetic applications are prohibited.
permitted
Accommodation offers for tourist
purposes are prohibited.
permitted
permitted
permitted in compliance with the
spacing requirement
permitted in compliance with the
spacing requirement
open only with outdoor sales
permitted - the hygiene concept for
hunting applies to social hunts
Accommodation offers for tourist
purposes are prohibited.
open
permitted
Offers from recognised institutions with
a focus on counselling and education
are permitted.
closed
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Kiosks
Climbing parks (indoor and outdoor)
Cosmetic studios
Toddler groups, baby massage and
Pekip courses for toddlers
Artists in schools
HGV wash facilities
Speech therapy
Lottery registration office
Massage salons
Furniture collection services
Museums
Music schools
Music therapy
Opera houses
Opticians
Orthopaedic shoemakers,
orthopaedic technicians
Osteopathy
Parcel drop-off or collection points
Commuting
Personal training
Pawnshops
Physiotherapy
Psychotherapy
Private celebrations on private
premises

Travel agents
Riding lessons
Rehabilitation sport
Bicycle repair shops
Remnant stores
Sanitary supplies
Saunas

open, no consumption on site
closed
basically closed, sale of care products
permitted
prohibited
permissible, the hygiene concept for
schools applies
open
permitted
open
closed
Medical massages are permitted.
open
closed
open under consideration of the hygiene
concept
permitted
closed
open
permitted
permitted
open
permitted
permitted as private lessons (1:1
outdoors)
open
permitted
permitted, group therapy complying with
DHM rules
Meetings should only take place with
one other household and a maximum of
10 people in the private sector as well. It
is strongly recommended not to hold
private parties on private premises.
Parties are unacceptable given the
incidence of infection.
open
permitted as private lessons (1:1
outdoors)
permitted, group offers not permitted
permitted
open
open
closed
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Shooting sports and shooting ranges
Locksmiths
Jewellery shops with gold value
consultation
Stationery supplies
Swimming and fun baths
Ski lifts
Shisha bars
Meetings of municipal bodies
Tanning salon / solariums
Souvenir shops
Socio-cultural centres
Casinos / amusement arcades
Playgrounds
Wines and spirits
Civil marriage ceremonies
Tobacco shops
Charity kitchens
Dance schools
Tattoo studios
Tennis
Theatres
Taxi services
Moving to another residence
Wine sales
Further education institutions (for
example adult education)
Further training courses in rented
hotel seminar rooms
Competitive sports and training
Betting agencies
Weekly markets
Yoga classes
Circuses
Zoos and animal parks

closed
Exception: providing firearms
certification
permitted
open
open
closed
open
closed
permitted under restrictions
open
open
closed
closed
open
open
permitted
open
open
closed
closed
singles permitted outdoors,
doubles tennis is prohibited.
closed
permitted
permitted
permitted, tasting in advance is
prohibited
open in accordance with the DHM rules;
sports activities not permitted
permissible, spacing requirement, mask
obligation and contact recording apply
prohibited
open, but only for brief entry to place
bets; it is not permitted to remain inside.
permitted
permitted as private lessons (1:1
outdoors)
closed
closed
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